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German shepherd great dane mastiff mix

Daniff is a mixed breed dog - crosses between the English mastiff and the Great Dane dog breeds. Cute, intelligent and protective, these cubs inherited the best qualities from both their parents. Daniffs go by several names, including Mastidane, English Daniff, and Great Daniff. Despite the growing popularity of this designer breed, you can find these mixed breed of dogs in
shelters and breed specific rescues, so be sure to accept them! Don't buy! These large, adorable chicks are a combination of two huge breeds, so they are best suited for home with a backyard, and they love interacting with people. They are very smart and playful chicks, so they must be occupied by a lot of toys and sufficiently developed. They also greatly protect their families,
and their loyalty and intimidating size make them excellent guard dogs! If you are looking for a gentle giant with lots of affection to give, then this could be a dog for you! See below for all the mixed dog breed traits and facts about Daniffs! Daniff Mixed Dog Breed Pictures Some dogs are simply easier than others; they take on training better and are quite carefree. They are also
durable enough to reflect your mistakes or inconsistencies. Dogs that are very sensitive, independent thinking, or assertive can be harder for a first-time dog parent to drive. You will get your best match if you take your dog-owning experience into account before you choose your new pooch. If you're new to dog parenting, check out 101 dog tricks and read about how to train your
dog! You may also want to consider adopting a senior dog because they tend to be less demanding of your time and energy. You can keep your senior dog active well into old age by giving them common supplements to combat the symptoms of arthritis. Adding Glyde Mobility Chews to their routines can help their joints stay healthy. See Dogs, who are good for experienced
ownersSome dogs leave a stern rebuke roll off their backs, while others take a dirty look to heart. Low-sensitivity dogs, also called carefree, tolerant, durable, and even thick skin, can better handle noisy, chaotic households, louder or more assertive owner, and inconsistent or variable routine. Do you have young children, throw a lot of parties, play in a garage band, or lead a hectic
life? Go with a dog with low sensitivity. See Dogs who have low sensitivity LevelsSome breeds bond very closely with their family and are more prone to fear or even panic when left alone by their owner. An anxious dog can be very destructive --barking, whining, chewing, and otherwise causing chaos. These breeds do best when a family member is at home during the day or if
you can take the dog to work. See Dogs badly suited to be AloneDogs with thick, double coats are more prone to overheating. So are breeds with short noses like the Bulldogs or Pugs because they can't just cool down. If you want a heat-sensitive breed, your dog will need to stay at home with you on warm or humid days, and you will need to be extra careful when carrying your
dog in the heat. See Dogs badly suited for hot weatherSome breeds are independent and aloof, although I was raised by the same person because of puppies; others have been closely associated with one person and are indifferent to all others; and some shower the whole family with love. The breed is not the only factor that goes to the level of affection; Dogs who have been
preserved inside the home with people around feel more comfortable with people and bond more easily. Treats can help the bonding process go smoother. Try giving your dog Glyde Mobility Chews to help them see you as a provider and keep their joints healthy! See Dogs Less Kind with FamilyBeing gentle with kids, robust enough to handle cumbersome pets and hugs that can
dish out, and have a blasé attitude to running, screaming kids are all qualities that make a child-friendly dog. You may be surprised by who's on this list: Wild-looking boxers are considered good with children, as are American Staffordshire terriers (which are considered pit bulls). Small, gentle and potentially elegant dogs like Chihuahuas are not always so family-friendly. See Dogs
That Are Not Kid Friendly** All Dogs Are Individuals. Our reviews are generalized, and do not guarantee how any breed or individual dog will behave. Dogs of any breed can be good with children based on their past experience, training on how to get along with children, and personality. No matter what breed or breed type, all dogs have strong jaws, sharp dazzled teeth, and can
bite in stressful circumstances. Small children and dogs of any breed should always be supervised by an adult and never take each other together, period. Friendliness to dogs and friendliness to people are two completely different things. Some dogs may attack or try to control other dogs, even if they are love-mistakes with humans; others would rather play than fight; and some
will turn the tail and run. The breed is not the only factor. Dogs who have lived with their littermates and mother for at least six to eight weeks of age and who have spent a lot of time playing with other dogs during puppies are more likely to have good dog social skills. See Dogs Who Are Not So Dog FriendlyIf you share your home with a dog, you have to deal with some level of
dog hair on your clothes and in your house. However, spillover varies greatly between breeds. Some dogs lied year-round, some wound seasonally, some do both, and some are almost at all. If you are slick, you will need to either choose a low-spill breed or loosen your standards. If you want to help keep your home a little cleaner, you can find a great de-spillover tool here! Click
here to see the dogs who shed Participates in a chewy affiliate program to earn fees for linking products to Chewy.com.Drool-prone dogs can cover the ropes with a slobber on their hands and leave large, wet stains on their clothes when they come to say hello. If you have a carefree attitude to slobber, fine; But if you are slick, you may want to choose a dog that rates low in the
drool compartment. See Dogs that are not large droolingsSome breeds are brush-and-go dogs; others require regular bathing, trimming, and other care just to stay clean and healthy. Consider whether you have time and patience for a dog that needs a lot of care, or money to pay someone else to do it. See Dogs that require more groomingDue for poor breeding practices, some
breeds are prone to certain genetic health problems such as hip dysplasia. This does not mean that every dog of this breed will develop these diseases; This only means that they are at increased risk. If you adopt a puppy, it's a good idea to find out which genetic diseases are common to the breed you're interested in. You can also ask if your shelter or rescue has information
about the physical health of your potential puppy parents and other relatives. Many health problems are related to digestion and problems in the intestines. Adding Bernie's Perfect Poop digestion support treats to your dog's routine can help your pet feel better and improve their overall health! See Dogs more prone to health problemsPotential for weight gainSome breeds have a
hearty appetite and tend to put on weight easily. As in humans, being overweight can cause health problems in dogs. If you choose a breed that is prone to packing on pounds, you will need to limit the treats, make sure they get enough exercise, and measure their daily meal portions into regular meals rather than leaving the meal all the time. Ask your veterinarian about your
dog's diet and what they recommend for feeding your pooch to put them at a healthy weight. If your dog has tummy problems, adding Bernie's Perfect Poop digestion boost treats to their diet can help your dog feel better and improve their overall health! Dogs come in all sizes, from the smallest pooch in the world, the Chihuahua, to the towering Big Dane, how much space the dog
takes up is a key factor in deciding whether they are compatible with you and your living space. Large dog breeds might seem overwhelmed and intimidating, but some of them are incredibly sweet! Take a look and find the right big dog for you! Many larger dogs are prone to common problems. Adding Glyde Mobility Chews to their routines can help their joints stay healthy. See
Medium DogsSee Small DogsDogs who have been farmed for work that require decision making, intelligence and concentration, such as herds of livestock, need to carry their brains as well as dogs that have been Run all day need to carry your body. If they do not develop mental stimulation, that They will do their own work - usually with projects you won't like, such as digging and
chewing. Obedience training and interactive toys for dogs are good ways to give the dog brain exercises as well as dog sports and careers such as agility and search and rescue. See Dogs who have lower IntelligenceCommon in most breeds during puppies and in retriever breeds at any age, orality means tending to nipples, chew, and play-bites (a soft, rather painless bite that
doesn't pierce the skin). Mouthy dogs are more likely to use their mouths to hold or herd their human family members, and they need training to learn that it's okay to bite to chew toys, but not on humans. Mouthy breeds tend to really enjoy the game of fetch, as well as a good chew on a game that was stuffed with kibble and treats. (Image Credit: Haydn West - PA Images/PA
Images, via Getty Images) Dogs that have been kept for hunting, such as terriers, have an innate desire to chase -- and sometimes kill-- other animals. Anything whizzing, like cats, squirrels, and maybe even cars, can trigger that instinct. Dogs who like to chase need to be leashed or kept in a fenced area when outside, and you need a tall, secure fence in your yard. These breeds
generally are not suitable for households with smaller pets that may look like prey, such as cats, hamsters, or small dogs. Breeds that were originally used for bird hunting, on the other hand, generally won't chase them, but you'll probably have a hard time getting their attention when there are birds flying. See Dogs who have low booty DriveSome breeds sound off more often than
others. When choosing a breed, think about how often the dog vocalizes with bark or howls. If you are considering a dog, would you find their trademark howling musical or maddening? If you're thinking of a watchdog, will a city full of suspicious strangers put its puppy on permanent alert? Will local wildlife literally drive your dog wild? Do you live in a apartment with noise
restrictions? Are your neighbors disturbing you? Then you may want to choose a quieter dog. See Dogs who are mostly QuietSome breeds are more free-spirited than others. Nordic dogs such as the Siberian Huskies have been raised over long distances, and given the chance, they will take off after everything catches their interest. And many dogs just have to follow your nose or that bunny that just ran across the road - even if it means you're behind. See Dogs less prone to WanderHous-energy dogs are always ready and waiting for action. Originally farmed to perform dog work of some kind, such as raising game for hunters or herds of livestock, they have the stamina to keep on a full working day. They need a significant amount of exercise and
mental stimulation, and they are more likely to spend time jumping, playing, and all new monuments and scents. Low energy dogs are the dog equivalent of couch potatoes, potatoes, doze a day away. When choosing a breed, consider your own level of activity and lifestyle, and think about whether you will find frisky, energetic dog refreshing or annoying. Your dog's energy level
can also be affected by health problems. Adding Bernie's Perfect Poop Digestive Support treats to your pet's diet can help them feel better and improve their overall health! See Dogs who have low energy Energetic dog may or may not have high energy, but everything they do do with vig= they pressure on the leash (until they train them), try to pable over obstacles, and even hers
and drinks with big big sips. These dynamos need a lot of training to learn good manners, and may not be best suited for a home with young children or someone who is older or frail. The low-vigor dog, on the other hand, has a more muted approach to life. See Dogs with low intensitySome breeds do well with a slow evening walk around the block. Others need daily, intense
exercise, especially those that were originally meant for physically demanding jobs such as herds or hunting. Without sufficient power, these breeds can put on weight and vent their pent-up energy in ways that you don't like, such as barking, chewing and kicking. Breeds that need a lot of exercise are good for outdoorsy, active people, or those interested in training their dog to
compete in high-energy dog sports such as agility. Even older dogs need exercise, and it can help combat the symptoms of arthritis and other age-related conditions. Adding Glyde Mobility Chews to your dog routine can give your dog the common supplements they need to stay active well into old age. See Dogs who do not need tons of exercisePotential for playfulnessSome
dogs are eternal puppies - always begging for the game - while others are more serious and sedentary. Although a playful puppy sounds cute, consider how many games to load or tag you want to play every day, and whether you have kids or other dogs who can stand as playmates for a dog. You may want to consider adopting an older dog. Seniors can remain playful even into
old age and have fewer requirements than young dogs. Adding Glyde Mobility chews up your senior routine can help combat the symptoms of arthritis and keep your old dog active and playful. See Dogs who are less playfulMixed Breed DogsDaniffs are a mixed breed of dogs. They are not purebred like their Big Dane or English mastiff parents. The most common Daniff coat
colors include fawn, black and white, brindle, and even two unique color patterns called merle and harlelene. Daniffs usually have very short coats and do a shed, so they are not the best choice for those suffering from allergies. Since Daniff is such a big dog, they can easily knock down a small child inadvertently if they become insy, so an adult should always be present. That
said, Daniffs likes to play with people all Categories. Many Daniffs Daniffs together with other dogs and cats, but must be socialized and well trained soon to ensure a happy and safe coexistence. Training a Daniff puppy can come with some problems. Although this mix is very intelligent, they may also tend to be a little stubborn. Daniffs can be as lazy as they can be playful. Daily
thirty minute walks and playing with different toys will help keep your dog happy and healthy. Daniff mixed dog breed is said to have originated in the U.S. for the past decade to 15 years, but this designer breed is growing rapidly in popularity. Both parent breeds have historically been used for conservation, but have also been wonderful pets as well, making this gentle giant an
excellent combination of two breeds with large personalities, suitable for being like intimidating guard dogs and perfect family pets. Although Daniff got their start as a breed designer, some ended up in shelters or rescue groups. If this breed is right for you, be sure to check your local animal shelters and breed specific rescue groups. Since Daniff is a relatively new mixed breed,
there are several variants in size. Both great Danes and English mastiffs are giant breeds, so you can expect a very large adult dog. Most Daniffs range in height from 27 to 33 inches and can weigh anywhere from 115 pounds to about 190 pounds, depending on the puppy's gender and parental size. Males will tend to be on the larger side and females may be slightly smaller.
Many Daniff owners describe these dogs as cute, protecting their families, and gentle giants. Although their listens to greatness in itself may be off-putting for some, especially children, daniffs are quick to warm up to you and want to do nothing more than cuddle. Since both parent breeds have been bred as guard dogs and hunt big game, Daniff's prey drive is low, but these are
still the perfect watchdog. They tend not to tickle until they have to alert their family to a stranger who comes into the house. If a new person does enter the house, Daniff may be a little worried at first, but he warms up to new people once he realizes they are not a threat. Training a Daniff puppy can come with some problems. Although this mix is very intelligent, they may also tend
to be a little stubborn. The most important thing to do is to start training a new puppy as soon as possible. Be firm, use positive reinforcement, and make sure everyone in the home is involved. It is essential to have a well trained Daniff because their large size will be very difficult for owners to control as an adult. Daniffs are very friendly and can adapt to live just as happily in a
home with a large family as they would in a one-person home. Daniff is a fairly healthy breed, but is prone to conditions shared by both The Great Danes and English Mastiffs. While most of them are generally some may be these issues, so it is very important to keep up with regular veterinary checks. Some of the most common health problems Daniffs suffer from include:
BloatHip/Elbow DysplasiaCancerHeart ProblemsAs in all dogs, you should take your pet to regular veterinary checkups to keep your puppy healthy and be able to detect any health problems as soon as possible. Your veterinarian will create a care routine for your dog. Oral health is important for any dog and teeth should ideally be cleaned daily. Larger breed dogs tend to have
fewer dental problems, so your veterinarian will instruct you on how to properly brush your teeth. Daniffs are prone to hip dysplasia and joint problems, so it is very important to keep your puppy at a healthy weight to avoid putting too much stress on your joints. Daniffs can be as lazy as they can be playful. Daily thirty minute walks and playing with different toys will help keep your
dog happy and healthy. It is especially important to put a lot of toys that take up and stimulate your dog's brain so that they do not get bored, which can lead to destructive behavior. Since Daniffs have large, floppy ears, it is best to check them daily to ensure there is no debris building and cleaning them as recommended by your veterinarian. Nail trim is recommended to be done
once or twice a month, and if the owner can not shorten them themselves, the groom or veterinarian can help with this. The ideal Daniff diet should be formulated for a giant breed with medium energy. They are very energetic as puppies and require a large amount of food to adapt to their large size and rapid metabolism. They can be prone to bloating, so be sure to watch the
puppy as they eat, and make sure they don't eat too fast. It is important to make sure your Daniff does not become overweight because it can emphasize their joints. As with all dogs, Daniff's dietary needs will change from puppy to adulthood and will continue to change into his older years. You should ask your veterinarian for recommendations about your Daniff diet, because
there are too many differences between dogs - including weight, energy and health - to make a specific recommendation. Both coats of Daniff's parents offer many colors. While English mastiffs usually come in colors like fawn, brindle, or apricot, the Great Dane has a few others. That's the case, Daniff can come in several different colors and patterns, too. The most common ones
include fawn, black and white, brindle, and even two unique color patterns called merle and harlelon. Daniffs usually have very short coats and do a shed, so they are not the best choice for those suffering from allergies. Seeing how the hair is so short, care is very simple and is usually done once or twice a week. Since Daniff has a shorter coat, they can not tolerate very cold
weather. They may large dog jacket in winter. Although their coat may be short, if the Daniff has the property of a shorter muzzle than an English mastiff, the puppy should not be outside in hot weather for a long time, either because of possible breathing problems. Since Daniff is such a big dog, they can easily knock down a small child inadvertently if they become insy, so an adult
should always be present. Daniffs love to play with people of all ages, but again, their intimidating size is very important so that children - and adults, too - need to be aware of how strong these dogs are and know how to communicate properly and safely. Daniffs are outgoing, and if introduced and socialized with other pets while they are young, they will do well in the home with
other dogs. It is very important to introduce the puppy to other dogs slowly, especially if the second dog is smaller than Daniff.Many Daniffs come out fine with other dogs and cats, but must be socialized and well trained soon to ensure happy and safe coexistence. It can be difficult to find breed-specific rescue daniffs because they are a mixed breed. However, you may want to try
great dane or english mastiffs to breed specific rescues because they often take care of the mixture as well. Rescues that cater to large or giant breeds might also be able to help. Here are some rescues you can try: Gentle GiantsGreat Dane RescueMastiffs To Mutts Rescue, Inc. You can also try the DogTime adoption page that allows you to search for adoptive dogs by breed
and zip code! Code!
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